TO:
Directors of Relief
Drought Relief Directors
Drought Relief Committees
County Agents

Gentlemen:

We consider that the following prices are fair prices for established Retail Seed Dealers to charge for good quality Emergency Hay Seeds under present conditions of the seed market:

**CLOVERS**
- Medium Red: $16\frac{1}{2}-17\frac{1}{4}$ per lb.
- Mammoth Red: $16\frac{3}{4}-17\frac{1}{4}$
- Alsike: $17\frac{1}{2}-17\frac{3}{4}$
- Sweet -- white: $8\frac{1}{2}-9\frac{1}{4}$
- Sweet -- yellow: $8\frac{1}{2}-9\frac{1}{4}$

**ALFALFAS**
- Common -- Kansas: $15\frac{1}{2}-16\frac{1}{4}$
- Common -- Idaho: $15-19\frac{1}{4}$
- Common -- Dakota: $20-21\frac{1}{4}$
- Common -- Montana: $20-21\frac{1}{4}$
- Common -- Wisconsin: $20-21\frac{1}{4}$
- Grimm -- Idaho Red Tag: $24\frac{1}{4}$
- Grimm -- Idaho Blue Tag: $26\frac{1}{4}$
- Grimm -- Blackfoot, Blue Tag: $26\frac{1}{4}$

**TIMOTHY**
- $15-16\frac{1}{4}$

**RED TOP**
- $12\frac{3}{4}$

**RYE**
- $\$1.00-\$1.25 per bu.$

Yours very truly,

**ARLIE MUCKS**
Director
Drought Relief and Rural Rehabilitation